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RESUMO 

Este trabalho apresenta uma proposta para gerenciamento e monitoramento 

de redes virtuais através da adaptação do Nagios, uma ferramenta de gerência e 

monitoramento amplamente utilizada em datacenters por administradores de rede. 

Esta adaptação foi implementada através da criação de um plug-in que coleta dados 

relevantes de switches virtuais realizando inferências de estados de disponibilidade 

destes switches. 

Para verificação da usabilidade do plug-in, foi criada uma rede virtual 

utilizando o software de padrão aberto Openflow e OpenvSwitch em conjunto com o 

NOX, além da criação de máquinas virtuais sobre o virtualizador KVM com o auxílio 

da biblioteca libvirt para criação das máquinas virtuais e interfaces virtuais. 

 

Palavras chave: Redes virtuais, gerência, monitoramento, switches virtuais, 

Openflow, OpenvSwitch, NOX, KVM, libvirt, máquinas virtuais, interfaces virtuais.  
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ABSTRACT 

This work presents a proposal for managing and monitoring virtual networks 

through the adaption of Nagios, a monitoring and management tool widely used in 

datacenters by network administrators. This adjustment was implemented by creating 

a plug-in that collects relevant data on virtual switches performing inferences of 

availability states of these switches. 

To verify the usability of the plug-in, was created a virtual network using the 

open standard software Openflow and OpenvSwitch in conjunction with NOX, and 

the creation of virtual machines on the KVM virtualizer with the aid of the libvirt library 

to create virtual machines and virtual interfaces. 

 

Key words: Virtual networks, management, monitoring, virtual switches, Openflow, 

OpenvSwitch, NOX, KVM, libvirt, virtual machines, virtual interfaces. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

1. Introduction 

It is not simple to determine how the networks and the Internet of the future 

will be, but it's definitely tied to the paradigm of services. The Internet brings together 

a range of services such as real-time communications, media to be consumed, 

networking sites and many others. 

The service-oriented architectures are increasingly attractive and consistent. 

This scenario leads to cultural changes leading to a revolution, bringing a 

reinterpretation and redefinition of technology. 

Cloud computing for example, has consolidated itself worldwide as an option 

capable of supporting a global web template and open service-oriented, providing the 

required glanularity to meet the growing mass demands for services. Cloud is built on 

concepts of network infrastructure and Internet. 

Cloud computing environments are attractive for utility virtualized 

infrastructures.  In this environments, the computational power can increase on 

demand with usage-based payment. To improve the return of investment and the 

agility of application deployment, cloud applications are widely deployed on the cloud 

computing environments. The number of the virtual machines (VMs) to run the cloud 

applications increases day by day. When the cloud network among the VMs is 

congested, the performance of the cloud applications will be degraded. Therefore, in 

such large-scale cloud computing environments, the cloud networking over wide-area 

network is a key technique to satisfy application performance with highly utilized 

infrastructures (MIYAMOTO, et al., 2010). 

Networks are a critical element for companies and institutions, because a 

network failure may dramatically influence business activities (BIANCO, et al., 2010). 

Therefore, network administrators are looking to ensure high network availability. 

Programmable networks (CAMPBELL, 1999) and network virtualization become as a 

new mechanism among the technologies that bring flexibility for future networks. 

Openflow (MCKEOWN, et al., 2008) is a new open standard that make possible to 

deploy network virtualization a programmable networks, but since Openflow is a 

relatively new technology currently under deployment, several research issues 
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should be solved, robustness, ease management, performance and scalability are 

examples of these issues (TOOTOONCHIAN, et al., 2010). 

In this context, perceives the need not only to create new strategies and 

develop new tools that allow to administrators a more powerful network 

management, it is also extremely important to adapt and consolidate management 

platforms and management tools available.  

Ideally, a management platform provides “integration” services; that is, it deals 

with information control and mapping data to information (ROSE, 1993). 

1.1 Motivation 

Currently, the existing management tools are not adapted to provide 

appropriate management for virtual networks, nor the tools developed with the 

emergence of network virtualization come as much information or as many features 

as consolidated management tools that provide configuration management, fault 

management, security management, performance management and accounting 

management. 

All changes which the paradigms of computing systems suffer bring new 

challenges and as important as providing a service is to have a management 

mechanism to allow predicting failures, act proactively and facilitate decision-making. 

Among the management activities, the monitoring plays a key role in 

monitoring the system being managed making possible to detect failure functions and 

also serving as a basis for planning activities and improvements. 

1.2 General Objectives 

Develop a mechanism for management of virtual networks, considering the 

peculiarity of the current tools that do not provide a distinction between physical and 

virtual networks, adapting a consolidated management tool to offer relevant 

information for management of virtual networks. These relevant information are, give 

a mechanism for reporting failures and falls, provide a visualization of Flows through 

the management tool and provide a visualization of the virtual topology of the 

network. 

1.3 Specific Objectives  

 Investigate the technologies involved in virtual networks; 
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 Investigate options of free software for development and deployment of 

virtual networks; 

 Deploy a virtual network with academic purposes in the Network and 

Telecommunications Research Group (GPRT); 

 Develop and implement a mechanism for monitoring and management 

of virtual networks; 

 Test and validate the mechanism of management with a case study. 

1.4 Related Works 

The network management can be introduced in several areas of computing 

that use a minimal computer system, especially as utility computing, grid computing 

and others. The area of grid computing, for example, has considerable research 

efforts and implementation. The Open Grid Forum has specified an architecture for 

monitoring, the GMA (Grid Monitoring Architecture or Grid Monitoring Architecture), 

an approach which uses producer / consumer, taking into consideration that a grid 

can have thousands of concurrent users and resources (OPEN GRID FORUM , 

2002). 

The architecture has three types of components: 

1) Directory Service: for event publishing and discovery. In this service, 

producers and consumers that accept messages control register to allow interested 

parties to become acquainted its existence and can communicate. 

2) Producer: makes performance data available. 

3) Consumer: receives performance data available from producers. 

Note the issue that consumers receive data performance, i.e., a 

communication between producer and consumer, directory service has the sole 

purpose f6r initiating contact between parties (which one becomes aware of another). 

Communication between producers and consumers in the GMA architecture can 

happen for three kinds of interactions: publish / subscribe (interested to enroll receive 

certain publications), query/response (person requests the information of the scheme 

in question/answer) and notification (reporting on a stage, where the producer sends 

performance data to the consumer). 

In (CHUNG, et al., 2009) is presented the GRIM architecture (Grid Resource 

Information Monitoring or Monitoring Resources Information Grid). This architecture 

is divided into three layers, namely: 
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1) Query layer: In the queries users layer, can request information of interest 

about a feature, while in the view layer the intention is to enable different interfaces to 

visualize the monitoring data. 

2) Mediation layer: this layer architecture GRIM mediates the users query and 

update the information of the hosts of the layer information provider layer. 

3) Information provider layer (layer information from the provider): consists of 

the hosts being monitored. A host architecture GRIM is any resource that provides 

grid services and hosts have sensors to detect its state (CHUNG, et al., 2009). 

There is also, however, much debate about the relationship/comparison 

between cloud computing and grid computing. Some differences are mentioned, 

especially in terms of provisioning and service interface, as in (WANG, 2008). 

User-centric interfaces, users do not need to change their work habits, such as 

programming languages. To access the services and grid resources, users need to 

learn commands and APIs specific to grid computing. (BROCK, et al., 2010) mention 

that the level of expertise to use a cloud is significantly smaller compared with a grid. 

Provisioning services on demand: provided by cloud providers, users can 

install software to customize your own computing environment. 

Provision of QoS guaranteed: there is no room for best effort and generally an 

SLA is negotiated with the client, whereas levels of performance, availability and 

others. 

Another important feature is that the clouds are managed by single entities 

(BROCK, et al., 2010), while bars do not have a central management entity. 

There are several reasons why it is necessary to monitor in a cloud computing 

environment. Second (ELMROTH, et al., 2009), the main ones are: 

a) Ensure that virtual machines to gain the capacity stipulated in SLAs, and 

b) Collect data for resource accounting is used, necessary for recovery, for 

example. 

Besides the reasons mentioned above, (ELMROTH, et al., 2009) also show 

two additional types of monitoring that needs to be done by the monitoring system: 

a) Measurements of the infrastructure, which include measurements of low 

level of resources being used by the VM (Virtual Machine), as much RAM or 

bandwidth, and 
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b) Key indicators of performance of application specific, for example, the 

number of users connected to a server. 

Reasons cited for the monitoring can be defined as the set of what monitor, 

but there are other two sides that need attention: what to track and how to monitor. 

What monitoring is closely linked to engagement and service levels agreed 

upon in the SLA. 

As influenced by the monitor that is being monitored, such as time interval. 

According (ELMROTH, et al., 2009), conceptually, resource monitoring can be done 

at intervals of continuous time or discrete, and continuous measurement is a special 

type of discrete measurement, since the time interval between a measurement and 

the other is very small, making the collection being in the form of a data stream. 

(ELMROTH, et al., 2009) also mention that the collected data can be processed or 

not delivered, and according to three schemes: as soon as possible, at regular 

intervals or when a specific situation is verified. 

Other principles and monitoring techniques can also be taken into 

consideration when designing a monitoring system for cloud computing, such as 

those related to grid computing. Grid computing can form the basis of the 

infrastructure of cloud computing and why monitoring techniques in Grid computing 

should also be taken into account when considering ways of monitoring for cloud 

computing. To (IMAMAGIC, et al., 2007), monitor distributed systems such as the 

grid (like the cloud), is crucial for the normal operation of all subsystems. Activities 

such as effective audit of security, fault detection, maintenance, scheduling work, 

performance of resources, among others, are possible through the collection of 

information contained in the system. 

In cloud computing, the activities of defining what and how to monitor tasks 

are not always trivial, because besides depending on the model being used (IaaS, 

PaaS, SaaS), also involve legal aspects and dynamics of the paradigm itself (e.g. a 

virtual machine that was instantiated at a time to meet certain demand, at another 

time is no longer). Have to be considered that monitoring includes data collection, 

which may be a sensitive nature, requiring security mechanisms. 

The present work considering the peculiarities of related work, want to develop 

a strategy for monitoring that takes into account the issues discussed in this section 
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for virtual networks. It was created a virtual network to use for specific purposes and 

usability testing of the plug-in that is the tool used for the monitoring strategy. 

1.5 Work Structure 

This work is organized as follows: Chapter 1 contains a general description of 

the work, presenting the initial questions about virtual networks and the challenges of 

management. 

In Chapter 2 is presented the possible ways of machine virtualization and 

network virtualization, showing the Openflow and NOX which were studied for the 

development of a virtual network and the proposal of this dissertation. 

In Chapter 3 is presented the objectives and the implementation of the plug-in 

implemented to make checks with Nagios of OpenvSwitches and Openflow Switches 

and a propose of an algorithm of path discovery for virtual networks. 

In Chapter 4 is presented the working of all functionalities of the plug-in 

implemented, the functionality of the algorithm of path discovery and is made a 

comparison with the existing tools  

In Chapter 5 is presented the conclusion of this dissertation and cite some 

future works. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. Virtualization 

This chapter aims to introduce concepts related to virtualization, lecturing from 

servers virtualization and their subdivisions to network virtualization by providing 

common concepts typically found in basic literature as (TANEMBAUM, 2009) and 

modern concepts that are not so common like programmable networks. 

Virtualization is a technique which allows a computer system to be partitioned 

on multiple isolated execution environments similar to a single physical computer 

(SUSANTA, et al., 2005). These environments are called virtual machines (VM). 

Each VM can be configured on an independent way having its own operating system, 

applications, Internet services and network parameters, also is possible to 

interconnect virtual machines as if they were a physical one and some virtualization 

tools can offer virtual network support like switches and routers. In short all types of 

applications can be executed or installed on VM can be good examples Servers 

Firewall and VPN. 

A virtual machine is nothing more than a software layer that provides a 

complete environment very similar to a physical machine. Thus, each virtual machine 

can have its own operating system, libraries and applications. 

Virtualization is a topic that has recently been highlighted in the world of 

information technology (IT), although not exactly a novelty. The introduction of Java 

programming language has brought the notion of virtual machine, but the origin of the 

virtual machines back to the early '70s. At that time, it was common for each 

computer (mainframe), even from a single manufacturer, had its own operating 

system, and it became one of the main reasons for the emergence of virtual 

machines: allows legacy software to run on mainframes. In practice, the software did 

not include only the application but the entire operating environment over which it 

runs. Such approach was successfully used by IBM in the mainframe line 370 and its 

successors, it offered a virtual machine, home to several of its platforms on which 

applications executed. Thus it was possible to perform or migrate an application from 

one platform to another since there was a version of virtual machine for the target 

platform.  
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As computers started to become more common, the range of operating 

systems converged to a few families (Unix, Macintosh and Microsoft), each with an 

audience and a set of applications. In this context, virtualization was no longer a 

major problem. However, the current increase of processors’ computational power, 

the spread of distributed systems, and the ubiquity of computer networks caused the 

resurgence of virtualization (CARISSIMI, 2008). 

Nowadays it is very difficult to imagine a computer system that is not 

connected to a network. In practice, this connectivity assigns system administrators 

to be responsible for maintain a large and heterogeneous set of servers, each 

running a different application, which being accessed by heterogeneous customers . 

It is common to apply to network infrastructures a philosophy of one server per 

service for reasons ranging from support the heterogeneity of costumer to safety. 

Typically, in this context, the processing load of a server does not exploit the full 

potential offered by processors, leading to waste of processing cycles and, 

consequently, investment. Virtualization appears as an option to circumvent this 

problem. 

The flexibility and portability of virtual machines also makes it interesting for 

use on desktop. You can imagine, for example, the development of software 

products for various operating systems without the need for a physical platform to 

develop and test each one. Thus, the virtual machines on desktops can be used to 

define experimental environments without compromising machines’ original operating 

system, or to compose distributed platforms such as clusters and grids. 

Virtual machines emulate a computer environment, and some restrictions on 

the implementation and performance are expected and this is a point where the 

development of applications can have greater visibility. Basically, virtual machines 

can be implemented as an application of an operating system and run in user mode, 

or be a software layer positioned between the machines hardware and operating 

system. The first option is what is called virtual machine process and the second 

virtual machine monitor or hypervisor (SMITH, et al., 2005). Still, a virtual machine 

monitor can provide full virtualization or paravirtualization, depending on the level of 

dependency between the operating system running on the virtual machine and the 

hardware equipment. This classification will be explained in details in subsection 2.1. 
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All virtual machines come with virtual network interfaces that act similar to their 

real counterparts. Virtual interfaces have MAC addresses and can be interconnected 

in network interconnection equipment such as switches and routers. Typically, this is 

done by putting the physical network interface in promiscuous mode and multiplexing 

its use among the different virtual interfaces. One step further is to provide an entire 

virtual infrastructure network, creating processes (daemons) that emulate switches 

and routers, or that include such support in their own infrastructure virtualization. In 

subsection 2.2 is presented the state of the art of network virtualization. 

2.1  Servers Virtualization 

According to (TANEMBAUM, 2009), there are two approaches to machine or 

servers virtualization, a virtual machine monitor and virtual machine process. 

A hypervisor type that is called virtual machine monitor as can be seen in 

Figure 1, is basically the operating system, since this is the only program running in 

kernel mode. The main task is to manage multiple copies of the actual hardware, 

called virtual machines.  

 

Figure 1 - Virtual Machine Monitor. Adapted from (TANEMBAUM, 2009) 

In turn, the virtual machine process, as can be seen in Figure 2 is 

completely different. It is simply a program running in user mode, which acts as an 

interpreter of the instruction set of the machine and also creates a virtual machine. 

An important point is that a process is an ephemeral entity, i.e., it exists only 

when a program is running. Therefore, a virtual machine process exists only while it 

is running. Since the virtual machine monitor (hypervisor) is present whenever the 

computer is on. The process or system that runs on a virtual machine is called the 

guest, while the environment on which it runs is called the host. 
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Figure 2 - Virtual Machine Process. Adapted from (TANEMBAUM, 2009) 

2.1.1 Virtual Machine Monitor 

In Figure 3, we can see a hypervisor managing a virtual machine. Like all 

other virtual machine monitors, this also works on a conventional machine. The 

virtual machine runs as a user process in user mode, and as such, can not run 

sensitive instructions. It runs a guest operating system who believes to be in kernel 

mode, although it is in user mode. This mode is called virtual kernel mode. The virtual 

machine also runs user processes, which they believe to be in user mode. 

 

Figure 3 - Capture the host operating system instruction. Adapted from (TANEMBAUM, 2009) 

On CPUs with virtualization technology, when the guest OS executes a 

sensitive instruction have been a statement that captures the core of this instruction 

to the guest operating system kernel. 

2.1.2  Virtual Machine Process 

It is true that running a full operating system in a virtual machine would not 

work because some of the sensible instructions would be simply ignored, causing the 

system to fail if the host computer's processor does not have virtualization 
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technology. Instead, what happened was the invention of the virtual machine process 

Figure 2. A virtual machine, when started, acts as a computer that has just been 

initiated and expects to find bootable code (in a CD-ROM, USB drive, or other boot 

scheme). Eventually, the drive contains an operating system to be installed on the 

virtual disk. Once installed, the guest OS will be booted when the machine is turned 

on. 

2.1.3  Paravirtualization 

Both the virtual machine monitor and virtual machine process works with 

unmodified guest operating systems, but must strive to achieve a reasonable 

performance. A different approach that is becoming popular is the one that modifies 

the source code of the guest operating system so that, instead of executing kernel 

instructions, it makes VMM’s calls, this is paravirtualization. In fact, the guest OS is 

acting as a program when the user makes calls to the operating system. Moreover, in 

paravirtualization the hardware devices are accessed by VMM's own drivers. 

In Figure 4, we can see a schematic model of the paravirtualization, where the 

virtual machines are modified to interact with VMM’s calls, so there are no calls to the 

guest operating system kernel, and the hardware devices are accessed by VM own 

drivers. 

 

Figure 4 - Paravirtualization schematic model. Adapted from (CARISSIMI, 2008) 

2.1.4  Full Virtualization 

Full virtualization provides a replica (virtual) hardware underlying such that the 

operating system and applications can run on the original hardware. The great 
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advantage of this approach is that the guest OS does not need to be modified to run 

on the hypervisor. However, this approach has some drawbacks. 

First, given the diversity of existing devices that comprise a computer, it is very 

difficult to implement a virtual machine that mimics the exact behavior of each type of 

device. The solution consists in providing support to the hypervisor for a set of 

generic devices. Typically, each hypervisor has a keyboard and mouse, USB drivers, 

floppy drivers, IDE controllers, CD-ROM ATAPI, parallel and serial ports, a standard 

graphics card and network cards. Thus, there may be an underused resource for a 

real hardware. Second, why not be changed, the instructions executed by the host 

system must be tested in the hypervisor to whether or not they are kernel 

instructions, which represents a processing cost. Third, the implementation of a 

virtual machine monitor with full virtualization must overcome some technical 

problems because of the way that operating systems are implemented. For example, 

a conventional operating system (Linux or Windows) implements virtual memory 

through paging, and there is an entire system of memory management, for release 

and control access to pages, that must be respected. Roughly, it is necessary to 

convert the address space of the host system to real, disputing system resources 

with another guest. Technically, there are no major impediments to doing this, 

however, this treatment also represents a drop in performance. 

In Figure 5, we can see a schematic model of the functioning of 

fullvirtualization, which brings some differences, because the virtual machine don’t 

have to be modified to interact with the virtual machine monitor because there is the 

abstraction that each virtual machine interacts directly with hardware. 
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Figure 5 - Fullvirtualization schematic model. Adapted from (CARISSIMI, 2008) 

2.2 Network Virtualization 

Until now, virtualization was introduced as a technique that allows running 

multiple operating systems and their applications in virtual machines on a single 

physical machine. However, the concept of virtualization is more comprehensive. 

According to (EMA), virtualization is a technique that masks the physical 

characteristics of computing resource systems, applications or users that use it. 

Thus, we can observe the presence of virtualization in the implementation of remote 

desktops, virtual disks in the same cluster computing and data traffic on the Internet 

and corporate networks through the use of XML, SQL, JMS and others. 

In fact, network virtualization has been showed by its proponents as a long 

term solution to the gradual ossification problem faced by the existing internet and 

proposed to be an integral part of the next-generation networking paradigm 

(CHOUWDHURY, et al., 2009). 

Network virtualization can be defined separating the roles of the traditional 

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) into two independent entities, infrastructure 

providers (InPs) who manage the physical infrastructure, and service providers (SPs) 

who create virtual networks (VNs) by aggregating resources from multiple InPs and 

offer end-to-end services (CHOUWDHURY, et al., 2010). In subsection 2.2.5 these 

elements are better defined. 

Before detailing what are InPs and SPs, and define how they can collaborate 

in a common business model, it is necessary to dissert about some concepts of 

multiple coexisting logical network that has appeared in the networking literature 
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several times, and can be categorized in four main classes: VLANs, VPNs, active 

and programmable networks and overlay network. 

2.2.1 Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) 

A VLAN is a logical group of network hosts with a single broadcast domain 

independent of their physical connectivity. All frames in a VLAN support a VLAN ID in 

MAC header, and switches with VLAN support use the destination MAC address and 

VLAN ID to forward frames. 

As the name suggests, a switch that supports VLAN allows multiple virtual 

local area networks to be implemented through a single physical infrastructure of a 

LAN. 

Hosts in a VLAN communicate as if they were connected to the switch. The 

switch interfaces are divided into groups by the network manager. Each group 

represents a VLAN with the VLAN interfaces on each forming a broadcast domain. 

The Figure 6 shows a single switch with 16 interfaces, the interfaces from 1 to 8 

belong to group A, while the interfaces from 9 to 16 belong to Group B. 

 

Figure 6 - Switch with two VLANs configured. Adapted from (KUROSE, 2010) 

These VLANs provide an elevated level of isolation, because frames from 

group A can not flow together with frames from group B. 

2.2.2  Virtual Private Network (VPN)  

Virtual Private Network is a private data network that makes use of public 

internet infrastructure, maintaining privacy through the use of a tunneling protocol 

and security procedures. In most cases, VPNs connect geographically distributed 

sites of a single corporate enterprise (CHOUWDHURY, et al., 2010). 

Virtual private network is defined as customer connectivity deployed on a 

shared infrastructure with the same policies as a private network (FERGUSON, et al., 
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1998). The shared infrastructure can leverage a service provider IP, Frame Relay, or 

ATM backbone, or the Internet. There are three types of VPNs, which align with how 

businesses and organizations use VPNs:        

Access VPN - Provides remote access to a corporate intranet or extranet over 

a shared infrastructure with the same policies as a private network. Access VPNs 

enable users to access corporate resources whenever and wherever they require. 

Access VPNs encompass analog, dial, ISDN, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), mobile 

IP, and cable technologies to securely connect mobile users, telecommuters, or 

branch offices. 

Intranet VPN - Links corporate headquarters, remote offices, and branch 

offices over a shared infrastructure using dedicated connections. Businesses enjoy 

the same policies as a private network, including security, quality of service (QoS), 

manageability, and reliability. 

Extranet VPN - Links customers to a corporate intranet over a shared 

infrastructure using dedicated connections. Businesses enjoy the same policies as a 

private network, including security, QoS, manageability, and reliability. 

2.2.3  Active and Programmable Networks 

The need to rapidly create, deploy and manage novel services in response to 

user demands is a key factor driving the programmable networking research 

community (CAMPBELL, 1999), (CHOUWDHURY, et al., 2010). 

To enable on-demand services, the separation of communications hardware 

from control software is a fundamental requirement. If that separation is in place, 

software can be programmed irrespective of the underlying hardware to deliver 

necessary functionalities. Programmable networking community discusses on how 

this separation can be achieved. 

In (CAMPBELL, 1999) is presented and discussed two schools of thought on 

programmable network: Active Networks (AN) and Open Signaling (Opensig). 

The Active networks approach promotes dynamic deployment of new 

services at runtime of existing networks. These networks are active in the sense that 

routers and/or switches can make high level decision based on the packet contents 

and can also modify them. Active networks approach allows customization of network 

services at packet transport granularity instead of doing so through a programmable 

control plane. 
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In subsection 2.3 is presented the Openflow and NOX that are a proposal to 

implement an active network. 

Open signaling takes a telecommunication approach to the problem with a 

clear distinction between transport, control and management planes that constitute 

programmable networks and emphasize on QoS guarantees for created services. It 

argues for modeling communication hardware using a set of open programmable 

network interfaces, thereby enabling open access to switches and routers by third 

party software providers. It creates an abstraction layer for physical network devices 

to act as distributed computing objects with well-defined open programming 

interfaces, which allow service providers to manipulate the network state.  

2.2.4  Overlay Network 

An overlay network is a computer network which creates a virtual topology on 

top of the physical topology of another network. Nodes in an overlay network are 

connected through virtual links what may correspond to a path, connected by multiple 

physical links in the underlying network. Overlays are not geographically restricted 

and participation is completely voluntary. Since participants voluntarily lend their 

resources to the network, overlays do not typically involve significant expenditures. 

Moreover, they are flexible and adaptable to changes and easily deployable in 

comparison to any other network. 

As a consequence, overlay networks have long been used to deploy new 

features and fixes in the Internet. A multitude of overlay designs have been proposed 

in recent years to address diverse issues, including: ensuring performance and 

availability of Internet routing, enabling multicasting, providing QoS guarantees, 

protecting from denial of service attacks and for content distribution, file sharing and 

even in storage systems (CHOUWDHURY, et al., 2010). 

2.2.5 Network Virtualization Environment 

Unlike the Internet-based addressing, a network virtualization environment 

(NVE) is nothing more than a set of multiple heterogeneous networks architectures 

from different SPs. Each SP use resources from one or more InPs to provide VNs 

and deploy customized protocols and services. 

Based on this pluralist approach, network virtualization is defined as an 

integral part of the diversified Internet architecture, which supports multiple coexisting 

heterogeneous network architectures from different service providers, sharing a 
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common physical substrate managed by multiple infrastructure providers. By 

decoupling service providers from infrastructure providers, network virtualization 

introduces flexibility for innovation and change (CHOUWDHURY, et al., 2010). 

There are some differences between the traditional Internet business model 

and network virtualization model. However, the most important difference is the 

presence of two different entities, Infrastructure Providers (InPs) and Service 

Providers (SPs) which are represented by the Internet Service Provider (ISP) in the 

conventional Internet. 

There are basically four entities in the network virtualization model, 

Infrastructure Providers (InPs), Service Providers (SPs), End Users and 

Brokers. 

InPs deploy and maintain the physical resources. Resources are offered 

through programmable interfaces to different SPs. InPs are distinguished by the 

quality of resources that are provided, the freedom that is delegated to their 

customers and the tools that are provided to exploit that freedom. 

SPs lease network resources from one or a set of InPs, create virtual 

networks, and deploy their own protocols programming the allocated network 

resources to offer end-to-end services to their end users. A SP can also create child 

networks partitioning its resources, in Figure 8 VN2 is a child network of VN1. 

End Users in the NVE and the end users in the conventional internet are 

similar except that the existence of more than one virtual network creates a natural 

competition between SPs for services, giving to the end users possibility to choose 

between the services and SPs. 

Brokers have an important function in the virtualization business. They work 

like mediators between infrastructure providers, service providers and end users in 

the network virtualization marketplace. Service providers buy or lease resources from 

infrastructure providers to create virtual networks and sell services deployed on those 

virtual networks to end users through brokers. Their presence simplifies the process 

of matching SPs’ requirements to available resources by aggregating offers from 

multiple InPs. Similarly, they also allow end users to select desirable services from a 

wide range of service providers. 

In Figure 7 is presented a schematic relationship between these entities. End 

User negotiates with Broker for services provided by Service Provider, which in turn 
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lists for Broker the services available to End Users and also negotiate for lease 

resources from an Infrastructure Provider. Service Provider can partition their 

resources for their own benefits as well as an Infrastructure Provider. 

 

Figure 7 - Relationship between entities (CHOUWDHURY, et al., 2010) 

Figure 8 shows a possible network environment containing some entities that 

were cited before such as SPs, InPs and End Users. 

 

Figure 8 - Network Virtualization Environment (CHOUWDHURY, et al., 2010) 
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In a network virtualization environment, the basic element is a virtual network 

(VN). Each VN is managed by a single service provider which is a set of nodes 

interconnected through a collection of virtual links generating a virtual topology. In 

Figure 8 is presented two possible virtual networks VN1 and VN2 created by service 

providers SP1 and SP2, respectively. SP1 is composed by VN1 on top of the 

physical resources, managed by two different infrastructure providers InP1 and InP2 

and provides end-to-end services to the end users U2 and U3. SP2, on the other 

side, deployed its virtual network VN2 by aggregating resources from infrastructure 

provider InP1, with a child virtual network from service provider SP1. End users U1 

and U3 are connected through VN2.  

The owner of a virtual network is free to implement end-to-end services by 

selecting custom packet formats, routing protocols, forwarding mechanisms, as well 

as control and management planes. End users can choose any virtual network. For 

example, end user U3 is subscribed to both VN1 and VN2.  

The Figure 8 also presents some concepts like concurrence, recursion, 

inheritance and revisitation. 

Concurrence of virtual networks means that multiple virtual networks from 

different service providers can coexist together, spanning over part of or whole the 

underlying physical networks provided by one or more infrastructure providers. VN1 

and VN2 are examples of concurrent virtual networks. 

Recursion means that while virtual networks can be concurrent, in some 

cases, it probably also be necessary to create and maintain one or more virtual 

networks within another virtual network creating a virtual network hierarchy with 

parent-child relationship. This is known as recursion as well as nesting of virtual 

networks. 

Inheritance in child virtual networks means that networks derived from other 

networks, can inherit some components from their parents. Also, constraints on a 

parent virtual network automatically translate to similar constraints on its children. In 

Figure 8, constraints due to InP2 will automatically be transferred to SP2 from SP1 

through inheritance. 

Revisitation allows a physical node in the underlying infrastructure to host 

multiple virtual nodes of a single virtual network. Use of multiple logical routers to 

handle diverse functionalities in a complex network can be a great relief for network 
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operators. It can also be useful for creating testbed networks. In Figure 8, an 

illustration of revisitation in VN2 is presented. 

2.3 Openflow 

Openflow is a network virtualization platform that separates the network 

control function from the forwarding function. It is an open standard that allows 

researchers to run experimental protocols in production networks. Openflow defines 

an architecture composed by two elements as can be seen in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 - Openflow Architecture (MCKEOWN, et al., 2008) 

The Openflow Controller is a centralized element that controls and programs 

shared forwarding tables in forwarding elements, called Openflow Switches, which 

are, in turn, composed by a Flow Table and a Secure Channel. The Openflow 

Protocol completes the picture as the way used for interaction between these two 

elements.  

Openflow switches can be divided into two categories; the first is the 

Openflow-enabled switch or hardware-based commercial switches that use the 

Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) that implements the flow-table and 

the Openflow protocol. The second category is the Dedicated Openflow switch or 

software-based switches that use Linux systems to implement all Openflow switch 

functions. 

Openflow-enabled switches are basically some commercial switches, 

routers and access points which have enabled the Openflow features by adding the 

Flow Table, Secure Channel and Openflow protocol. Typically, flow table just use the 
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existing hardware like TCAM. In turn, the secure channel and protocol are ported to 

run on the switch’s operating system.  

Dedicated Openflow switch is a simple datapath element that forwards 

packets between ports defined by some actions in a remote control. Typically it is 

used on UNIX/Linux systems to implement the entire Openflow switch functions. 

A possible scenario of use of Openflow-enabled and Dedicated Openflow 

switch is presented in Figure 10, where is possible to see a commercial equipment 

with Openflow enabled which connects three desktops and with three Dedicated 

Openflow switch which works like routers and one works as an access point.  

 

Figure 10 - Openflow-enabled commercial switches and dedicated Openflow (MCKEOWN, et al., 2008) 

2.3.1 Openflow Controller  

The controller is an Openflow network element that is responsible to manage 

the Openflow switches that can add and remove flow-entries statically from the flow 

table in the Openflow switch (MCKEOWN, et al., 2008) or a complex device that can 
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dynamically add and remove flow-entries depending on different pre-configured 

conditions. 

The standard Openflow software comes with a simple controller which is 

known by reference controller, and allows each Openflow switch to operate as well 

as a learning ethernet switch. Generically the controller needs to be a host in the 

topology network and each Openflow network requires at least one Openflow 

controller to be running. 

Subsection 2.3.2 presents one more complete and configurable controller 

NOX (GUDE, et al., 2008). 

2.3.2 NOX Controller  

Currently, networks work through low-level configuration of many individual 

components. These configurations often depends on the underlying network; tasks 

like block user access with an ACL’s, needs the knowledge of users IP addresses 

and more complicated tasks, such as block traffics with firewalls or proxy, requires 

the administrator to know the current network topology and possibly the location of 

each guest. 

So, an “operating system” for networks could simplify the implementation of 

certain low-level tasks such as those cited above. 

NOX is a proposal for a network operating system, having as objective to 

facilitate the management of large-scale networks (GUDE, et al., 2008). The concept 

of network operating system can be understood by analogy with the operating 

systems used on computers. The basic ideas of computer operating systems are 

offering a high level interface for applications to use the hardware resources (like disk 

and memory) and also to control the interaction between these applications. For a 

computer operating systems applications can be text editors, cd players; and for 

network operating system applications can be a firewall and a proxy, but now with 

less complexity of commons firewalls and proxies.  

NOX was developed to run on the Openflow controller. Although the main 

purpose of Openflow is to be a new proposal for experimentation, NOX can also be 

used in the management of production networks. Figure 11 illustrates the major 

components of a NOX-based network. This type of network has one or more servers 

running NOX, each one performing the role of controller for Openflow switches. 

These controllers are running applications from the NOX. All controllers share a 
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single vision of the network that is maintained in the server’s databases. The Network 

View is built based on information collected by NOX and is used in decision making 

by management applications. This information collected can be the topology of the 

switches, the location of network elements (e.g. users, customers, middle boxes) and 

services (e.g. HTTP or NFS). The applications will manipulate network traffic from the 

remote configuration of the switches Openflow. This control is carried out at flow 

level, i.e., whenever a particular control is performed in the first packet of a flow all 

other packets of this flow will suffer the same action. 

 

Figure 11 - Components of a NOX-based network (GUDE, et al., 2008) 

Management applications control network traffic by passing instructions to 

switches. These instructions should be independent of the particular switch hardware 

and should support the flow level control. The NOX developers, chose Openflow 

because, switches in Openflow are represented by flow tables with entries like in 

Table 1. 

For each packet matching the specified header, the counters are updated and 

the appropriate actions taken. If a packet matches with multiple flow entries, the entry 

with the highest priority is chosen. The header fields of an entry can contain values or 

ANYs, providing a TCAM-like match. The basic set of Openflow actions is: forward as 

default (i.e., forward as if NOX were not present), forward out a specified interface, 

deny, forward to a controller process, or modify various packet header fields (e.g., 
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VLAN tags, source and destination IP addresses and ports). Additional actions may 

later be added to the Openflow specification. 

The operation of NOX-based network occurs when receiving a packet. The 

switch checks the packet header to see if it is set in its Flow Table. If set, the switch 

performs the action specified in the schedule of Flows and updates statistics 

counters related to the flow. Otherwise, encapsulates the packet and sends it to the 

NOX. The NOX will then be responsible for adding an entry in the Flow Table of the 

switch and the flow regarding that package. Depending on the application, the NOX 

can not add this entry, stressing that the switches always send packets to the 

receiving NOX. This is justified, for example, in the case of Active Networks. As an 

example of NOX application, it can be cited to manage energy consumption. In this 

type of management may be reduced the speed links underutilized or these links 

may just be turned off. With the Network view of NOX, which is known an overview of 

the network and the routes in use, one can acquire knowledge necessary to take 

these actions. Moreover, these actions can be aided by applications developed for 

the NOX, such as reduce speed links or migration flows of a switch that will be turned 

off, to another switch in use. 

It is important to distinguish between the levels of abstraction provided by 

Openflow and NOX. NOX provides network-wide abstractions, much like operating 

systems provide system-wide abstractions. Openflow provides an abstraction for a 

particular network component and is thus more analogous to a device driver. (GUDE, 

et al., 2008). 

2.3.3 Openflow Switch 

As mentioned in beginning of subsection 2.3, the Openflow Switch is 

composed by the Flow Table, with an action associated with each flow entry, to tell 

the switch how to process the flow; the Secure channel, that connects the switch to 

a remote control process, allowing commands and packets to be sent between the 

controller and the switch using an Openflow Protocol, which provides an open and 

standard way for a controller to communicate with a switch.  

2.3.3.1 Flow Table 

A flow can be understood as a TCP connection, with all packets from a 

specific MAC address or IP address, all packets with a particular VLAN tag or 

packets from the same switch port.  
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Flows are defined and also has a limitation introduced by the capabilities of 

the particular implementation of the Flow Table. Each Flow Table, as Table 1 shows, 

is composed by headers fields to match to certain packets and define the flow, 

counters to update the matching packets and actions to be executed into matching 

packets. 

Headers Fields Counters Actions 

Table 1 - A flow entry 

The header fields is a 12-tuple (TheOpenflowSpecification), as in Table 2. 

In   

Port 

Ethernet VLAN IP TCP/UDP 

SA DA Type Id priority SA DA Proto ToS 

bits 

Src Dst 

Table 2 - Headers Fields in Openflow Switch 

Each entry accepts a specific value, or some. A TCP flow can be specified by 

ten fields, considering that an IP flow might not include the transport ports or MAC 

address in its definition. 

Examples of possible entries that can be installed with dpctl  (an Openflow 

tool), are following: 

 dpctl add-flow nl:0 dl_type=0x0800, nw_dst=192.168.0.1, idle_timeout=0 \ 

actions=output:1 

 dpctl add-flow nl:0 in_port=0, dl_vlan=0xffff, dl_src=00:00:C0:03:00:02, \ 

dl_dst=00:00:C0:04:00:02, dl_type=0x0800, nw_src=192.3.0.2, \ 

nw_dst=192.4.0.2, nw_proto=17, tp_src=20, tp_dst=80, idle_timeout=0, \ 

actions=output:1 

The first entry matches with packets from a kind of type (dl_type=0x800) with 

a destination network address (nw_dst=192.168.0.1). The second entry matches 

with a specific kind of packets, because the headers are totally specified. 

Counters are variables that manage statistics. There are counters per-table, 

per-flow, per-port and per-queue. Table 3 shows all possible variables. 

Counter Bits 

Per Table 

Active Entries 32 

Packet Lookups 64 

Packet Matches 64 
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Per Flow 

Received Packets 64 

Received Bytes 64 

Duration (seconds) 32 

Duration (nanoseconds) 32 

Per Port 

Received Packets 64 

Transmitted Packets 64 

Received Bytes 64 

Transmitted Bytes 64 

Receive Drops 64 

Transmit Drops 64 

Receive Errors 64 

Transmit Errors 64 

Receive Frame Alignment Errors 64 

Receive Overrun Errors 64 

Collisions 64 

Per Queue 

Transmit Packets 64 

Transmit Bytes 64 

Transmit Overrun Errors 64 

Table 3 - Counters available in Openflow 

Duration refers to the time that a flow has been installed in the switch. The 

Receive Errors field includes all explicitly specified errors, including frame, overrun 

and CRC errors and all others errors involved. More information about these 

counters can be found in (TheOpenflowSpecification). 

Actions define how packets will be processed. All flows entries are associated 

with zero or more actions that define how the switch works with matching packets. A 

packet is dropped if there is no forward action. 

An Openflow switch has a list of flow entries and this list must be processed in 

the order specified. 

Actions can be divided into required actions and optional actions. 

Required actions can be for forwarding packets: 
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 All: Send packets to all interfaces, except the incoming interface; 

 Controller: Encapsulate and send the packet to the controller; 

 Local: Send the packet to the switches local networking stack; 

 Table: Perform actions in flow table. Only for packet-out messages; 

 In_Port: Send the packet out the input port. 

Required actions also can be for drop. In fact, flow entries with no specified 

actions indicate that all matching packets should be dropped. 

Optional actions can be for forwarding packets: 

 Normal: Process the packet using the traditional forwarding path 

supported by the switch; 

 Flood: Flood the packet along the minimum spanning tree, except the 

incoming interface; 

Optional actions can be enqueue and modify-field. The enqueue action 

forwards a packet through a queue attached to a port. It is used to provide basic 

Quality-of-Service (QoS). The modify-field action modifies the fields of header, like 

change MAC source, TCP ports, VLAN tags or IP destination. 

2.3.3.2  Secure Channel 

The secure channel is an interface that connects each Openflow switch to a 

controller. Through this interface, the controller configures and manages the switch, 

receives events from the switch and sends packets out the switch 

(TheOpenflowSpecification). 

Between the datapath and the secure channel, the interface is 

implementation-specific, however all secure channel messages must be formatted 

according to the Openflow protocol. 

There is still no support for multiple simultaneous controllers until the 

Openflow version 1.0.0. 

2.3.3.3  Openflow Protocol 

The Openflow protocol supports three message types: controller-to-switch, 

asynchronous, and symmetric; each one having their own sub-types. The 

Controller-to-switch messages are initiated by the controller and used to manage or 

inspect the state of the switch. Initiated by the switch, the Asynchronous messages 

are used to update the controller with network events and changes in the switch 
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state. Finally, the Symmetric messages are initiated by either the switch or the 

controller and sent without solicitation.  

The Controller-to-Switch messages can be:  

Features: With a Transport Layer Security (TLS) session established, the 

controller sends a features request message to the switch. The switch must reply 

with a features reply that specifies the capabilities supported by the switch. 

Configuration: The controller is able to set and query configuration 

parameters in the switch. The switch only responds to a query from the controller. 

Modify-State: These messages are sent by the controller to manage state on 

the switches. Their primary purpose is to add, delete and modify flows in the flow 

tables and to set switch port properties. 

Read-State: These messages are used by the controller to collect statistics 

from the switches flow-tables, ports and the individual flow entries. 

Send-Packet: These are used by the controller to send packets out of a 

specified port on the switch. 

Barrier: Barrier request/reply messages are used by the controller to ensure 

message dependencies have been met or to receive notifications for completed 

operations. 

Controller-switch messages are initiated by the controller and may or may not 

require a response from the switch. 

The Asynchronous messages are sent without the controller soliciting them 

from a switch. Switches send asynchronous messages to the controller to denote a 

packet arrival, switch state change, or error. The asynchronous message can be of 

four types: 

Packet-in: For all packets that do not have a matching flow entry, a packet-in 

event is sent to the controller.  

Flow-Removed: When a flow entry is added to the switch by a flow modify 

message, an idle timeout value indicates when the entry should be removed due to a 

lack of activity, as well as a hard timeout value that indicates when the entry should 

be removed, regardless of activity. The flow modify message also specifies whether 

the switch should send a flow removed message to the controller when the flow 

expires.  
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Port-status: The switch is expected to send port-status messages to the 

controller as port configuration state changes. These events include change in port 

status or a change in port status as specified by 802.1D (Spanning Tree Protocol). 

Error: The switch is able to notify the controller of problems using error 

messages. 

The Symmetric are sent with no solicitation, and can be: 

Hello: These messages are exchanged among the switch and controller upon 

connection startup. 

Echo: Echo request/reply messages can be sent from either the switch or the 

controller and must return an echo reply. They can be used to indicate the latency, 

bandwidth, and/or liveness of a controller-switch connection. 

Vendor: These messages provide a standard way for Openflow switches to 

other additional functionality within the Openflow message type space.  

2.3.4 Other Openflow Switches  

There are equipment’s like HPProcurve, NetFPGA and virtual switches like 

OpenWRT and OpenVSwitch that works or has implemented with Openflow. These 

switches usually bring some more features or facilities to work with the Openflow 

protocol. 

In Table 4, is presented a summary of known equipment and virtual switches. 

Switch Categorie Overview 

HP Procurve  Openflow-enabled switch A division of HP that offers 

various classes of 

enterprise switches. 

Among the features of this 

switch the most important 

are: Openflow in the 

firmware for 5400zl series, 

new code with various 

parts of the switch, such 

as sending and receiving 

packets and a user 

interface to monitor and 

set up the Openflow 
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module (HPProcurve). 

NEC IP8800 Openflow-enabled switch NECIP8800 has 

advantage by supporting 

multiple Openflow switch 

instances on a single 

switch. It also supports 

Hardware forwarding for 

multiple output ports 

(multicast), non-IP flows 

and MAC destination 

address rewriting (NEC) 

Toroki LightSwitch 4810 Openflow-enabled switch The LightSwitch 4810 is 

an Openflow enabled 

Ethernet switch. Supports 

the Openflow standard, 

enabling the deployment 

of user-defined policies in 

live production networks. It 

is useful for applications in 

data centers, for virtual 

machine mobility, high-

security networks and next 

generation IP based 

mobile networks (Toroki). 

NetFPGA Openflow-enabled switch A low-cost platform, 

primarily designed as a 

tool for teaching 

networking hardware and 

router design, enabling 

researchers and students 

to experiment with Gigabit 

rate networking hardware. 

Basically, it consists of a 
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PCI card that has an 

FPGA, memory and four 

1-GigE Ethernet ports 

(NETFPGA). 

OpenWrt Dedicated Openflow 

switch 

OpenWrt is a Linux 

distribution mainly 

installed on embedded 

devices like residential 

gateways. It is built on top 

of the Linux kernel and 

consists of a collection of 

diverse software packages 

and supports the 

Openflow specification 

0.8.9 with a WebUI (Web 

User Interface) and CLI 

(Command Line Interface) 

(OPENWRT). 

OpenVSwitch Dedicated Openflow 

switch 

Open vSwitch is a 

multilayer virtual switch 

that was designed to 

enable massive network 

automation while 

supporting standard 

management interfaces 

(e.g. NetFlow, sFlow, CLI) 

(OpenvSwitch). 

Table 4 - Some switches that work with the Openflow protocol 

2.3.5 Applications and Known Tools for Monitoring and Debugging 

The Openflow Consortium provides some applications and tools in order to 

manage some aspects of the virtual network implemented by the Openflow protocol. 

These applications are summarized on Table 5. 

Application/Tool Type Functionality Advantages Disadvantages 
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Oftrace 

(OpenFlow) 

Tool for 

debugging  

Dump and 

analyze 

Openflow 

traffic 

Dump is able to 

be visualized 

on wireshark 

Just have a 

shell user 

interface 

Oflops 

(OpenFlow) 

Tool for 

debugging 

Realize 

benchmarks of 

various 

aspects of an 

Openflow 

switch 

Use the 

Openflow 

counters to 

realize 

benchmarks 

Just have a 

shell user 

interface, and 

there is no 

warranties of 

data generation 

Openseer 

(OpenFlow) 

Tool for 

monitoring 

Is a CGI script 

that plots the 

monitoring 

data collected 

in the 

monitoring  

Use the 

Openflow 

counters to get 

data. Has a 

WebUI 

It has to be 

installed in 

each Openflow 

switch. 

ENVI (OpenFlow) Application Propose to 

make available 

a GUI of the 

network 

visualization. 

Developed 

using python 

Has a good 

documentation 

for modify the 

code 

Collect data 

just from the 

Nox controller 

LAVI (OpenFlow) Application Propose to 

make available 

a GUI of the 

network 

visualization. 

Developed 

using C/C++ 

Has the 

philosophy of 

ENVI 

implementation. 

Has a good 

documentation 

for modify the 

code. 

Collect data 

just from the 

Nox controller 

n-casting 

(OpenFlow) 

Application It’s a branch of 

nox that 

Promotes the 

developing of 

Collect data 

just from the 
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implements 

wireless 

devices and 

services 

functionalities 

mobility 

services on top 

of Openflow 

wireless. 

Nox controller 

Table 5 - Applications and tools provided by Openflow 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. Proposal 

The proposal of this dissertation is adapted Nagios (GALSTAD) to monitor 

virtual networks collecting flows and editing them for viewing with Nagios, reporting 

status information of service available and not available for switches and changing 

the code of the add-on Nagios Exchange Status Map (NEXSM) (LORZ) generate the 

virtual network topology. The appropriate strategy to achieve this goal is creating a 

plug-in that make checks of switches Openflow as network administrators needs. 

Nagios is an open source framework for monitoring hosts and services, whose 

main purpose is faults detections. According to available documentation on the 

official website of the software, the Nagios monitoring system provides the following 

features: 

Monitoring understandable: all critical components of the infrastructure 

(applications, services, operating systems, network protocols, metric system and 

network infrastructure) are monitored. 

Visibility: provides a central view of all business processes and network IT 

operations. 

Awareness: IT staff can receive alerts via email or SMS (Short Message 

Service). It also has the ability to multi-user notification, ensuring that messages 

reach the attention of required people. 

Fix Problems: problems handlers allow services, applications, servers and 

devices being restarted automatically when a problem is detected. 

Capacity Planning and Trend: allows the organization to plan infrastructure 

upgrades in advance. 

Reports: Checks whether SLAs are being met, provides historical data on 

failures, notifications, and response to alerts for further analysis. 

Extensible architecture: It provides easy integration with internal applications 

and third parties. This is possible through hundreds of plug-ins or extensions 

developed by the open source community. 

Nagios is a popular tool, open source, which has been developed over ten 

years, with extensive documentation and support by the community, and has 

flexibility of use by creating specific modules (through plug-ins, e.g.), several studies 
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in the monitoring area use it as a support tool, (IMAMAGIC, et al., 2007), (OLIVEIRA, 

2010) and (STELTE, et al., 2009) are examples of studies that use Nagios as 

platform for monitoring. 

NEXSM is an add-on for Nagios that is used to generate the physical network 

topology. It is just Java Web Start Application developed to visualize the status and 

the topology configured of hosts and services being monitored by Nagios.  

Basically, NEXSM is composed by two applications that work together, the first 

one is the server side with a collection of scripts for reading the Nagios file, and the 

NEXSM configuration and a writing script for uploading a map definition with 

coordinates, zoom and view location. The other application is the client side which is 

a status map. 

3.1 Test Bed 

To create and test this plug-in was chosen the Openflow switch and 

OpenvSwitch as switch and both were configured as Dedicated Openflow. Figure 13 

show the infrastructure created, which is composed of four physical machines 

Cloud6, Cloud7, Cloud8, Cloud9 and a physical switch connect then. Each physical 

machine has installed the KVM hypervisor. Cloud6, Cloud7 and Cloud9 have 

installed the OpenvSwitch and cloud8 has installed an Openflow switch. Cloud6 was 

chosen to host a virtual machine with the NOX controller installed and a virtual 

machine with Nagios. 

All virtual machines have a virtual interface called virbrN which will be 

connected on the virtual switch connected to a physical interface, as can be saw in 

Figure 12. The procedures to create virtual machines, create the virtual interface 

virbrN, install and create Openflow switches and OpenvSwitches are explained in 

respectively Appendix A , Appendix B , Appendix C and Appendix D . 

 

Figure 12 - Connection between a virtual machine, a virtual switch and a physical interface 

The main purpose of the plug-in is check if the virtual switches (Openflow 

Switch or OpenvSwitch) is available or not; collect and configure in the Nagios web 
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interface for administrators the number of flows of each virtual switch, the number of 

the inactive flows or it can be understood as flows that didn’t have any packet 

matching with the flow, the time expressed in hours, minutes and seconds that the 

switch is working till the last check, the time that Nagios elapsed to check all these 

data and finally collect and put all flows available in all switches checked in a web 

page with a reference link in the Nagios web interface. 

 

Figure 13 – Scenario created with virtual switches and virtual machines 

In Figure 14 is shown the Service Detail of Nagios Web Interface, with all 

physical machines, virtual machines, and services configured. 

 

Figure 14 - Nagios Services Detailed 

In Figure 15 is shown the Service Detail of Nagios Web Interface, with all 

services and machines configured, with one OpenvSwitch not available. 
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Figure 15 - Nagios with one OpenvSwtich not available 

In Figure 16 is shown all information collected from virtual switches, these 

information are the number of flows installed on virtual switch, the number of inactive 

flows, the that this switch is working uninterrupted, the time that Nagios elapsed to 

check the switch and a reference link to a web page with all flows installed on this 

switch. 

 

Figure 16 - Information collected from virtual switch 

In Figure 17 is presented the Web Page containing some flows, of an 

OpenvSwitch.  

 

Figure 17 - Web Page with all flows collected from virtual switch 

In the flows Web Page is possible to debug or just see the flows installed on 

each OpenvSwitch or Openflow switch that is being checked, and all information of 

flows is present, the most important information begins with the lines that start with 

the “idle_timeout” value, at this line it is presented all information about the flow, the 

idle_time which says how much time the flow will be on the switch after the last 

packet matching pass on the switch; the packet type “tcp” or “udp”; the in_port value 
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which informs from what port of the virtual switch is expected to receive a packet to 

match; the dl_vlan which informs the VLAN tag to match with a VLAN tag of a packet; 

the dl_vlan_pcp which specifies the VLAN priority which is specified as a value 

between 0 and 7, 7 is a higher priority; dl_src and dl_dst are respectively the MAC 

address from source host and destination host; nw_src and nw_dst are respectively 

the IP network address from source host and destination host; tp_src and tp_dst are 

the TCP port respectively in source host and destination host; and finally the actions  

which specifies what to do with the matching packet, in this case both flows are to 

allow connection from the virtual switch with the NOX controller, the flows specifies 

that the virtual switch have to send TCP packets to the NOX controller with 

destination network address “10.0.0.43” in destination port “6633”, and will receive 

TCP packets from the NOX controller in destination port “44320”. 

3.2 Implementation 

The plug-in was developed using shell script and consists of a case that tests 

whether the virtual switch to be tested is an OpenvSwitch or an OpenFlow switch. 

To interact with Nagios the plug-in has to receive three parameters, the 

nework address of the machine which has the virtual switch installed, the name of 

the switch configured and the type of the virtual switch, in this case openflow or 

openvswitch. 

With the Openflow switch is possible to create a virtual switch that respond to 

a TCP port and has the facility to use the dpcl command, which is a tool used to 

make checks in the plug-in, through the network in the specific TCP port, but with the 

OpenvSwitch is just possible to create virtual switch as a process in the operating 

system and is not possible to make checks like in Openflow switchs, in the 

OpenvSwitch case is necessary to configure Nagios to access the machines with the 

virtual switch through a ssh session with public keys in order to not be necessary to 

put passwords. 

The code of the plug-in which collects information from an OpenvSwitch is 

presented in Figure 18. It consists a code that takes an initial time from the operating 

system, collect the flows through a ssh session and executes the remote command 

ovs-ofctl which has the exact functionalities of the dpctl commands in Openflow 

switch, collect the number of flows, verify if exists a process called ovs-openflowd, 

collect the switch.uptime information in seconds. After that, there is a function called 
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setFlowsOpenvSwitch, which just set the flows in a file in order to be shown in a 

Web Page from Nagios. After this part, there is an if structure that tests if the variable 

$OPENFLOWD contain the value ovs-openflowd, if it is true, then the 

setFloesOpenvSwitch function is called, the inactive flows are counted from the file 

that contains the flows and the information is delivered for Nagios, the else part is a 

test case the variable $OPENFLOWD does not contain the right value, so the status 

of the virtual switch is delivered for Nagios and the previously file that contains the 

flows is removed from the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The code of the plug-in which collects information from an Openflow switch is 

presented in Figure 19, the main difference from the code that collects data from 

OpenvSwitch is that in this case is used to collect data from the switches the dpctl 

INITIAL_TIME=`date +%s` 

FLOWS=`ssh nagios@$1 sudo /usr/local/bin/ovs-ofctl dump-flows $2 2>&1` 

NUMBER_FLOWS=`ssh nagios@$1 sudo /usr/local/bin/ovs-ofctl dump-flows $2 2>&1 | grep cookie | wc -l 

2>&1` 

OPENFLOWD=`ssh nagios@$1 ps aux | grep ovs-openflowd | head -1 | tr -s " " | cut -d " " -f 11` 

UPTIME_SWITCH=`ssh nagios@$1 sudo /usr/local/bin/ovs-ofctl status $2 2>&1 | grep switch.uptime  | 

head -1 | tr -d "switch.uptime=" 2>&1` 

 

FINAL_TIME=`date +%s` 

SUM=`expr $FINAL_TIME - $INITIAL_TIME` 

RESULT=`expr 10800 + $SUM` 

TIME=`date -d @$RESULT +%H:%M:%S` 

 

function setFlowsOpenvSwitch (){ 

 echo $1 > /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2 

 cat /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2 | sed  's/cookie/\ncookie/g' > /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2-2 

              cat /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2-2 | sed '1d' > /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2 

              cat /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2 |sed 's/ /\n/g'  > /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2-2 

      cat /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2-2 | sed  's/,/ /g' > /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2 

 rm /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2-2 

} 

if [ "$OPENFLOWD" == 'ovs-openflowd' ]; 

#openflowd OK 

then 

setFlowsOpenvSwitch "$FLOWS" "$2" 

 INACTIVE_FLOWS=`cat /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2 | grep n_packets=0 | wc -l` 

 echo "$NUMBER_FLOWS flows; Inactive Flows: $INACTIVE_FLOWS; Switch is `echo | awk 

'{print strftime("%H:%M:%S", '$UPTIME_SWITCH')}'` up; Time elapsed to check: $TIME <a 

href="http://150.161.192.252:8080/nagios3/$2">Flows</a>" 

 exit 0 

#openflowd NOK 

else 

echo "$2 is down" 

 if [ -f /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2 ]; 

 then 

  rm /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2 

 fi 

 exit 2 

fi 

 

echo UNKNOWN 

exit 3 

 
Figure 18 - Code that collect data from OpenvSwitches 
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command, and is necessary to verify is both the datapath and ofprotocol process 

are running on the machine which has the Openflow switch installed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Discovery algorithm of virtual networks 

To implement the algorithm of virtual paths discovery was used the add-on 

NEXSM which is basically an improved view of “status map” of Nagios, with NEXSM 

INITIAL_TIME=`date +%s` 

FLOWS=`./dpctl dump-flows tcp:$1:975 2>&1` 

NUMBER_FLOWS=`./dpctl dump-flows tcp:$1:975 2>&1 | wc -l` 

UPTIME_SWITCH=`./dpctl status tcp:$1:975 2>&1 | grep switch.uptime  | head -1 | tr -d 

"switch.uptime=" 2>&1` 

OFDATAPATH=`ssh nagios@$1 ps aux | grep ofdatapath | head -1 | tr -s " " | cut -d " " -f 11` 

OFPROTOCOL=`ssh nagios@$1 ps aux | grep ofprotocol | head -1 | tr -s " " | cut -d " " -f 11` 

FINAL_TIME=`date +%s` 

SUM=`expr $FINAL_TIME - $INITIAL_TIME` 

RESULT=`expr 10800 + $SUM` 

TIME=`date -d @$RESULT +%H:%M:%S` 

 

function setFlowsOpenflow (){ 

echo $1 > /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1 

 cat /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1 | sed  's/cookie/\ncookie/g' > 

/usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1-2 

 cat /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1-2 | sed '1d' > /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1 

 cat /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1 |sed 's/ /\n/g'  > /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1-2 

 cat /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1-2 | sed  's/,/ /g' > /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1 

  rm /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1-2 

} 

 

if [ "$OFDATAPATH" == 'ofdatapath' ]  && [ "$OFPROTOCOL" == 'ofprotocol'  ]; 

#openflow OK 

then 

INACTIVE_FLOWS=`cat /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$2 | grep n_packets=0 | wc -l` 

 echo "$NUMBER_FLOWS flows; Inactive Flows: $INACTIVE_FLOWS Switch is `echo 

| awk '{print strftime("%H:%M:%S", '$UPTIME_SWITCH')}'` 03:43:21 up; Time elapsed to 

check: $TIME <a href="http://150.161.192.252:8080/nagios3/$2">Flows</a>" 

 setFlowsOpenflow "$FLOWS" "$1" 

 exit 0 

 #openflowd NOK 

 else 

     echo "$1 is down"; 

     if [ -f /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1 ] 

     then 

  rm /usr/share/nagios3/htdocs/$1 

     fi 

     exit 2 

 fi 

 

 echo UNKNOWN 

 exit 3 

Figure 19 - Code that collect data from Openflow Switches 
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is possible to organize network nodes, search for the location of nodes when there is 

a large quantity of information. 

To collect the physical topology from Nagios NEXSM perform a research from 

the Web Server which Nagios is located and configured and receive from a script, 

that is provided by NEXSM, a XML document containing all information about nodes 

and the hierarchical configuration which is provided by Nagios. This procedure is 

presented in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 - Information collection from Nagios 

The XML default format which contains the part used is presented in Figure 

21. 

 

 

 

 

 

Assuming the operation of the algorithm, the change in the XML for coloring 

the virtual link is presented in Figure 22. 

 

 

 

 

 

<host> 

<host_name>cloud6</host_name> 

<alias>cloud6-openflow</alias> 

<address>10.0.0.6</address> 

<parents>gateway</parents> 

</host> 

Figure 21 - XML default format of data collection from Nagios 

<host> 

<host_name>cloud6</host_name> 

<alias>cloud6-openflow</alias> 

<address>10.0.0.6</address> 

<parents>gateway</parents> 

<mapdefinition><edge><first>gateway</first><s

econd>cloud6</second><color>#FF00FF</color></edge><

/mapdefinition> 

</host> 

Figure 22 - XML modified for coloring the virtual link 
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 This strategy was used because the NEXSM code is already adapted to work, 

and “madpdefinition” tag in this XML configure the edge from gateway to cloud6 with 

the specified color, and it is implemented along all physical path which the virtual link 

pass. 

To develop the path discovery algorithm of the virtual paths on the physical is 

assumed that there is no alternative path in the network, i.e. to go from VM1-Cloud6 

to Vm1-Cloud9, necessarily packets must go through node Cloud6, gateway and 

cloud9, in order words there is only one possible path between source and 

destination.  

The algorithm designed for the discovery of the virtual path on physical is 

actually a breadth-first search, which are read the URLs that contains the flows 

collected from the virtual switches, check each IP address of origin, destination 

address, switch port of entry and switch port of output. An origin and destination are 

defined as eg "in_port=1" nw_src=20.0.0.110 nw_dst=20.0.0.120 actions=output:2" 

and the existence of an equivalent rule "in_port=2 nw_src=20.0.0.120 

nw_dst=20.0.0.110 actions=output:1". 

The algorithm was developed in JAVA which is presented in Appendix E . The 

algorithm consists of the following methods:  

carregarRedeFisica(String), 

trocarCaminhoVirtual(String,String),  

getRaizVisitados(NoRedeFisica, ArrayList <NoRedeFisica>),  

getTextoAresta(String,String), 

normalize(),  

processaCaminhoDescendo (NoRedeFisica, StringBuffer)  

processaCaminhoSubindo (NoRedeFisica , StringBuffer). 

The carregarRedeFisica (String) method reads the XML nodes containing 

information from Nagios and creates a list of network elements. It is through this list is 

that is conducted the search. 

The method tracarCaminhoVirtual(String, String) uses the method list 

carregarRedeFisic (String). It is the main method that calls the other methods to 

create a graph to find paths based on source and destination files in the established 

resource flows generated by Nagios plug-in and configure the XML tag as in Figure 

22 with the string that will be processed by NESXM. 
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The method descobreCaminho(NoRedeFisica, NoRedeFisica, String, 

ArrayList <NoRedeFisica>) performs the search itself. It is a breadth-first search and 

has as a breakpoint to find the destination node, which is passed as a String to the 

method. This method populates a list of nodes that were visited during the search. 

This list is then reversed and filtered to produce the path that must be assembled 

from the destination to the point of origin. 

The method getRaizVisitados(NoRedeFisica, ArrayList <NoRedeFisica>) is a 

recursive method that searches the given list, which element has no "father", i.e. the 

root element. This method is used when it is necessary to remove the elements of 

the graph that are not part of the virtual path of the list of items visited during the 

search. 

The method getTextoAresta(String, String) only amounts to String that 

represents the color of an edge. 

The method normalize() removes elements from the list that contains the 

virtual path that are not part of the way the list of visited elements. It uses the method 

getRaizVisitados to solve the problem. 

The method processaCaminhoDescendo(NoRedeFisica, StringBuffer) follows 

the destination node to node assembling the initial path. 

The method processaCaminhoSubindo(NoRedeFisica, StringBuffer) ranges 

from the initial node to node end mounting the path and then comparing with the path 

found with the method processaCaminhoDescendo (NoRedeFisica, StringBuffer). 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. Test and Results 

To certificate the usability of this proposal was made a test in a production 

virtual network, as in Figure 13. The scenario is, all physical machines Cloud6, 

Cloud7, cloud8 and Cloud9 are configured with a virtual switch connected with de 

controller NOX which in turn is configured as a simple switch. Nagios is configured to 

check all physical machines and their virtual switch are these Openflow or 

OpenvSwitch as a service. Finally all virtual machines were configured with a 

different network address from the physical machines in order to guarantee that all 

virtual machines will have communication through the Openflow protocol, because as 

can be seen in Figure 12, if the virtual switch is not working, the virtual machines 

Vm1-Cloud6, Vm1-Cloud7, Vm1-Cloud8 and Vm1-Cloud9 will not be able to 

communicate. 

So, with the virtual switches connected with NOX and all virtual machines 

started was executed a simple ping from the Vm1-Cloud6 to Vm1-Cloud7, from Vm1-

Cloud7 to Vm1-Cloud8, from Vm1-Cloud8 to Vm1-Cloud9 and finally from Vm1-

Cloud9 to Vm1-Cloud6 and the operation of the plug-in develop is presented below. 

On the virtual switch on Cloud6 is expected to have 12 Flows installed, 4 flows 

for each physical machine connecting to NOX controller, 4 flows for NOX to connect 

with each physical machine, 2 flows for ping and receive response from Vm1-cloud6 

to Vm1-Cloud7 and ping and receive response from Vm1-Cloud9 to Vm1-Cloud6. 

On the virtual switch on Cloud7 is expected to have 6 flows, 2 flows to send 

and receive data from NOX, 2 flows for ping and receive response from Vm1-Cloud6 

to Vm1-Cloud7 and 2 flows for ping and receive response from Vm1-Cloud7 to Vm1-

Cloud8. 

On the virtual switch on Cloud8 is expected to have 4 flows, 2 flows for ping 

and receive response from Vm1-Cloud7 to Vm1-Cloud8 and 2 flows for ping and 

receive response from Vm1-Cloud8 to Vm1-Cloud9, and specifically for Openflow 

Switches it’s not necessary to have flows for connection with NOX because it is 

configured in an environment variable of Linux the network address for NOX 

controller. 
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On the virtual switch Cloud9 if expected to have 6 flows, 2 flows to send and 

receive data from NOX, 2 flows for ping and receive response from Vm1-Cloud8 to 

Vm1-Cloud9 and 2 flows for ping and receive response from Vm1-Cloud9 to Vm1-

Cloud6. 

All these expectations are presented in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23 - Flows collected with ping and response among Vms 

In Appendix F is presented the flows collected on virtual switch on Cloud6. 

In Appendix G is presented the flows collected on virtual switch on Cloud7 

In Appendix H is presented the flows collected on virtual switch on Cloud8. 

In Appendix I is presented the flows collected on virtual switch on Cloud9 

Only for testing purposes, 2 flows were installed manually on the virtual switch 

on Cloud6 that will not match with any packet, to verify the usability of the collection 

of inactive flows as can be seen in Figure 24 

 

Figure 24 - Colleting inactive flows 

The flows collected on the virtual switch on Cloud6 were all flows cited above 

and more 2: 
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<other information> ip in_port=1 dl_src=00:02:2a:b2:10:dc nw_src=20.0.0.58 

nw_dst=20.0.0.56 actions=mod_dl_dst:e6:69:ca:70:f5:77 output:2 

 

<other information> ip in_port=1 dl_src=00:02:2a:b2:10:dc nw_src=20.0.0.56 

nw_dst=20.0.0.58 actions=mod_dl_dst:e6:69:ca:70:f5:77 output:2 

4.1 NEXSM results 

The visualization of the physical topology without any virtual path configured is 

presented in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25 - Topology view without virtual paths 

To facilitate viewing, virtual paths will be shown one by on.  

The virtual path presented in pink color in Figure 26 is a simple ping from 

Vm1-Cloud6 to Vm1-Cloud7 which generates a virtual link between these virtual 

machines going through the real nodes cloud6, gateway and cloud7. 
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Figure 26 - Virtual link through physical links 

4.2 Comparison with existing tools 

 As was shown in Table 5, there are some applications and tools that manage 

some aspects of virtual networks implemented by Openflow protocol as shown in 

subsection 2.3.5.  

The major contribution of this work is to aggregate to an existing network 

management tool the capability to monitor and manage virtual networks based on 

open standard Openflow. Isolated, the tools presented in Table 5 reach their goals. 

Oflops is a specific tool to realize benchmarks in virtual networks based on 

Openflow, but do not realize any check of availability of virtual switches; Oftrace just 

provide an user interface in shell mode for traces collected with oflops similar to 

tcpdump; Openseer make measurements of flow counters, flow durations and total 

flows and plot these information in a CGI script, but Openseer does not provide any 

processing of these collected data, if a Openflow is not available there is no 

notification from Openseer and no state information of this virtual switch unavailable. 
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LAVI and ENVI are an extensible backend for visualization the virtual network 

showing the virtual links, but the information used to plot this virtual network is collect 

just from NOX and do not make any information about the virtual switches. 

The proposal of this dissertation adds to Nagios the functionality to monitor 

and manage virtual switches based on open standard OpenFlow, collecting 

information on the number of flows installed, number of flows which is not used, the 

total time that the switch is working, the time spent to perform the check of each 

virtual switch and also a web page that contains all the flows for viewing. Also adding 

all the features and facilities already offered by Nagios as was detailed in the 

beginning of section 3. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. Conclusion  

As in traditional networks, the network monitoring and management of virtual 

networks can provide a maximization of effectiveness and productivity of a network, 

controlling the operation and complexity, optimizing the communication services and 

the use of available resources and it can reduce downtime. 

Developing this dissertation, was noticed that there are not management and 

monitoring strategies of virtual networks that adequately satisfies the requirements 

for configuration management, fault management, security management, 

performance management and accounting management such as can be gotten with 

the adjustment in Nagios proposed in this dissertation. 

This work made a study on virtualization of machines and networks, has 

created a virtual network on the test bed of GPRT, with academic goals, using the 

software Openflow, OpenvSwitch, NOX, KVM and libvirt. It was implemented a plug-

in that collects the number of flows, the number of flows that is not used, the uptime 

switch, the time elapsed to check each virtual switch and finally shows the flows in a 

page with access through Nagios. 

It was conducted a test to verify the operation of Nagios plug-in in chapter 4, 

and a comparison with the existing tools for purposes of management of virtual 

networks based on open standard Openflow in subsection 4.1. 

The data collection works well, in accordance with the results obtained in 

chapter 4 and proves to be an effective proposal management and monitoring of 

virtual networks based on open standard Openflow. 

5.1 Contributions 

The main contributions of this work were a mechanism for management and 

monitoring virtual networks. As was shown in subsection 2.3.5, existing tools are not 

yet fully satisfactory.  

A strategy for collect data from virtual switches, existing tools still has no 

reference to collect data automatically and storage from virtual switches to generate 

information. 
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An algorithm for discover virtual paths on physical topologies which is the most 

important contribution of this work, coupled to the data collection strategy, because 

the existing tools have no reference for this functionality. 

5.2 Future Works 

As a proposal for future work, is intended to conduct a deeper study of what 

other data would be relevant realize the data collection on the virtual switches and 

implement it on the plug-in, implement on the plug-in the possibility for the manager 

of a virtual network to deal with a more flexible way to collect what data of the virtual 

switch is more interesting for him in addition give to the administrator a more flexible 

treatment to make inferences of states, for example if a virtual switch has one 

thousand flows installed this virtual switch is in WARNING state and make this 

parameter configurable and finally extend the plug-in to work with other management 

known tools as Icinga (Icinga), Zabbix (Zabbix), Zenoss (Zenoss) and OpenNMS 

(OpenNMS). 

As a proposal for future work in the discovery path algorithm, aims to improve 

the algorithm to handle networks with redundant links, adapting the algorithm for 

designing virtual paths that go in one direction by a physical path and pass back in 

other physical path as well as giving the administrator the possibility to choose which 

virtual links are shown, not all as is being done at the present time the development 

of this dissertation. 
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Appendix A  Procedures to Install Openflow and create an 

openflow switch 
 

# apt-get install git-core automake m4 pkg-config libtool gcc 

python-json python-qt4 python-zopeinterface python-twisted-conch 

# git clone git://openflowswitch.org/openflow.git 

# cd openflow 

# ./boot.sh 

# regress/scripts/install_deps.pl 

# vi /etc/sysctl.conf 

  net.ipv6.conf.all.disable_ipv6 = 1 

net.ipv6.conf.default.disable_ipv6 = 1 

# vi /etc/modprobe.d/blacklist.conf 

 blacklist net-pf-10 

blacklist ipv6 

#reboot 

To create the virtual switch with the physical network interface eth1 and the virtual 

interface virbr1 which can be created as shown in Appendix D : 

#ofdatapath ptcp:975 –i eth1,vribr1 -d 

#ofprotocol ptcp:localhost:975 tcp:<nox address>:6633  -d 
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Appendix B  Procedures to install and create an OpenvSwitch 

 
# apt-get install git-core automake m4 pkg-config libtool gcc 

python-json python-qt4 python-zopeinterface python-twisted-conch -y 

 

# wget http://openvswitch.org/releases/openvswitch-1.0.1.tar.gz 

 

# tar xzvf openvswitch-1.0.1.tar.gz 

 

# cd openvswitch-1.0.1/ 

 

# ./boot.sh 

 

# ./configure 

 

# make 

 

# make install 

 

# ovsdb-tool create /usr/local/etc/ovs-vswitchd.conf.db 

vswitchd/vswitch.ovsschema 

 

# ovsdb-server /usr/local/etc/ovs-vswitchd.conf.db --

remote=punix:/usr/local/var/run/openvswitch/db.sock --detach 

 

# ovs-vsctl --no-wait init 

 

# ovs-vswitchd unix:/usr/local/var/run/openvswitch/db.sock –detach 

 

# ovs-openflowd netwdev@<switch name> --ports=eth1,virbr1 tcp:<nox 

address>:6633 --out-of-band --detach 
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Appendix C  Procedures to install NOX and start a controller 
 

# apt-get install git-core autoconf automake g++ libtool python 

python-twisted swig libboost1.35-dev libxerces-c2-dev libssl-dev 

make libsqlite3-dev python-simplejson python-sphinx python-qt4 -y 

 

# git clone git://noxrepo.org/nox 

 

# cd nox/  

 

# git branch -a 

 

# git checkout -b nox_v06_ofv1.0 remotes/origin/openflow-1.0 

 

# git branch -a 

 

# ./boot.sh 

 

# mkdir build 

 

# cd build/ 

 

# ../configure  

 

# make 

 

# cd src  

 

# ./nox_core –i ptcp:6633 switch -d 
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Appendix D  Procedures to create a virtual interface and a virtual 

machine using libvirt 

 

To install a virtual machine: 

#virt-instal --connect qemu:///system –n <virtual machine name> -r 

<ram memory> -f <virtual machine image location> -s <virtual machine 

size in GB> -c <path to existing iso of operating system install> --

os-type linux --hvm --virt-type=kvm --network briedge=virbr1 --

arch=<architecture of virtual machine> 

To create a virtual interface: 

#vi virbr1.xml 

 <network> 

  <name>v1</name> 

  <bridge name="virbr1" /> 

</network> 

#virsh net-define virbr1.xml 

#virsh net-start v1 

#virsh net-autostart v1 
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Appendix E  Algorithm that discover the virtual path 

 

The code which discover the virtual paths on physical: 

 

import java.io.ByteArrayInputStream; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.util.ArrayList; 

import java.util.Collection; 

import java.util.Collections; 

import java.util.HashMap; 

import java.util.Map.Entry; 

 

import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 

import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 

import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 

 

import org.w3c.dom.Document; 

import org.w3c.dom.Element; 

import org.w3c.dom.NodeList; 

import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 

 

public class Caminho { 

  

 private ArrayList<NoRedeFisica> visitados; 

   

 private Collection<NoRedeFisica> carregarRedeFisica(String xmlHosts){ 

  HashMap<String, NoRedeFisica> retorno = new HashMap<String, 

NoRedeFisica>(); 

   

  DocumentBuilderFactory dbf = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

        DocumentBuilder db; 

  try { 

   db = dbf.newDocumentBuilder(); 

   Document doc = db.parse(new 

ByteArrayInputStream(xmlHosts.getBytes("UTF-8"))); 

   doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

    

            NodeList nodeLst = doc.getElementsByTagName("host"); 

            for (int s = 0; s < nodeLst.getLength(); s++) { 
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             Element element = (Element) nodeLst.item(s); 

              

             NoRedeFisica no = new NoRedeFisica(element); 

             retorno.put(no.getHostName(), no); 

            } 

             

            //adjusting fathers 

            for (Entry<String, NoRedeFisica> entry : retorno.entrySet()) { 

             if(entry.getValue().getPai() != null){ 

             

 entry.getValue().setPai(retorno.get(entry.getValue().getPai().getHost

Name())); 

             } 

   } 

  } catch (ParserConfigurationException e1) { 

   e1.printStackTrace(); 

  } catch (SAXException e){ 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } catch (IOException e){ 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

  return retorno.values(); 

 } 

  

 public String trocarCaminhoVirtual(String xmlHosts, String arquivo){ 

  ArrayList<NoRedeFisica> redeFisica = new 

ArrayList<NoRedeFisica>(this.carregarRedeFisica(xmlHosts)); 

   

  int ind1 = arquivo.indexOf("nw_src=20."); 

  String ipOrigem = arquivo.substring(ind1, arquivo.indexOf(" ", 

ind1)); 

  ipOrigem = ipOrigem.replace("nw_src=", ""); 

   

  int ind2 = arquivo.indexOf("nw_dst=20."); 

  String ipDest = arquivo.substring(ind2, arquivo.indexOf(" ", 

ind2)); 

  ipDest = ipDest.replace("nw_dst=", ""); 

   

  NoRedeFisica origem = null; 

  NoRedeFisica destino = null; 
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  for (NoRedeFisica noRedeFisica : redeFisica) { 

   if(noRedeFisica.getIp().equals(ipOrigem)){ 

    origem = noRedeFisica; 

   } else if(noRedeFisica.getIp().equals(ipDest)){ 

    destino = noRedeFisica; 

   } 

   if(origem != null && destino != null) { 

    break; 

   } 

  } 

  this.visitados = new ArrayList<NoRedeFisica>(); 

  this.descobreCaminho(origem, origem, destino.getHostName(), new 

ArrayList<NoRedeFisica>()); 

  this.normalizar(); 

   

  StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer(); 

  buffer.append("<mapdefinition>"); 

  this.processaCaminhoSubindo(this.visitados.get(0), buffer); 

  buffer.append("</mapdefinition>"); 

   

  return buffer.toString(); 

 } 

  

 private void normalizar(){ 

   

  Collections.reverse(this.visitados); 

   

  ArrayList<NoRedeFisica> retVisitados = new 

ArrayList<NoRedeFisica>(); 

  this.getRaizVisitados(this.visitados.get(0), retVisitados); 

  ArrayList<NoRedeFisica> tmp = new ArrayList<NoRedeFisica>(); 

  this.getRaizVisitados(this.visitados.get(this.visitados.size() 

- 1), tmp); 

   

  tmp.remove(tmp.size() - 1); 

  Collections.reverse(tmp); 

   

  retVisitados.addAll(tmp); 

  this.visitados = retVisitados; 

 } 
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 private void getRaizVisitados(NoRedeFisica no, 

ArrayList<NoRedeFisica> lista){ 

   

  if(this.visitados.contains(no)){ 

   lista.add(no); 

   this.getRaizVisitados(no.getPai(), lista); 

  } 

  return; 

 } 

  

 private void descobreCaminho(NoRedeFisica no, NoRedeFisica 

origemChamada, String pathDestino, ArrayList<NoRedeFisica> fila){ 

  boolean achou = false; 

  fila.add(no); 

   

  if(no.getHostName().equals(pathDestino)){ 

   visitados.add(no); 

   return; 

  } 

   

  proc:{ 

   while(!fila.isEmpty() && !achou){ 

    NoRedeFisica examinado = fila.get(0); 

     

    ArrayList<NoRedeFisica> nos = new 

ArrayList<NoRedeFisica>(examinado.getFilhos()); 

    if(!nos.isEmpty()){ 

     nos.remove(origemChamada); // Remove o filho 

que já foi verificado. 

     for (NoRedeFisica filho : nos) { 

     

 if(filho.getHostName().equals(pathDestino)){ 

       visitados.add(examinado); 

       visitados.add(filho); 

       achou = true; 

       break proc; 

      } 

      fila.add(filho); 

     } 

    } 

    fila.remove(examinado); 
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    visitados.add(examinado); 

   } 

  } 

  if(!achou && no.getPai() != null){ // Ao não possuir filhos, a 

terefa é repassada ao pai. 

   this.descobreCaminho(no.getPai(), no, pathDestino, fila); 

  } 

 } 

  

 private void processaCaminhoSubindo(NoRedeFisica no, StringBuffer 

retorno){ 

   

  if(this.visitados.isEmpty()){ 

   return; 

  } 

   

  if(no.getPai() != null && 

this.visitados.contains(no.getPai())){ 

  

 if(no.getPai().getHostName().equals(visitados.get(visitados.size() - 

1).getHostName())){ // é o último? 

   

 retorno.append(this.getTextoAresta(no.getPai().getHostName(), 

no.getHostName())); 

    this.visitados.clear(); 

   } else { 

   

 retorno.append(this.getTextoAresta(no.getPai().getHostName(), 

no.getHostName())); 

    this.visitados.remove(no); 

    this.processaCaminhoSubindo(no.getPai(), retorno); 

     

   } 

  } else{ 

   this.visitados.remove(no); 

   this.processaCaminhoDescendo(no, retorno); 

  } 

 } 

  

 private void processaCaminhoDescendo(NoRedeFisica no, StringBuffer 

retorno){ 
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  if(this.visitados.isEmpty()){ 

   return; 

  } 

   

  for (NoRedeFisica filho : no.getFilhos()) { 

   if(visitados.contains(filho)){ 

   

 if(filho.getHostName().equals(visitados.get(visitados.size() - 

1).getHostName())){ // is the optimum? 

    

 retorno.append(this.getTextoAresta(no.getHostName(), 

filho.getHostName())); 

     this.visitados.clear(); 

     break; 

    } else{ 

    

 retorno.append(this.getTextoAresta(no.getHostName(), 

filho.getHostName())); 

     this.visitados.remove(no); 

     this.processaCaminhoDescendo(filho, retorno); 

    } 

   } 

  } 

  this.visitados.remove(no); 

  processaCaminhoSubindo(no, retorno); 

 }  

 private String getTextoAresta(String primeiro, String segundo){ 

  return "<edge><first>" + primeiro + "</first><second>" + 

segundo + "</second><color>#FF00FF<color></edge>"; 

 } 

} 
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Appendix F  Flows collected on virtual switch on Cloud6 
 

<other information> tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 dl_vlan_pcp=0 

dl_src=00:02:2a:b2:10:dc dl_dst=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 nw_src=10.0.0.8 

nw_dst=10.0.0.43 tp_src=51968 tp_dst=6633 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 dl_dst=00:02:2a:b2:10:dc 

nw_src=10.0.0.43 nw_dst=10.0.0.8 tp_src=6633 tp_dst=51968 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=00:02:2a:b4:05:53 dl_dst=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 

nw_src=10.0.0.6 nw_dst=10.0.0.43 tp_src=44138 tp_dst=6633 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 dl_dst=00:02:2a:b4:05:53 

nw_src=10.0.0.43 nw_dst=10.0.0.6 tp_src=6633 tp_dst=44138 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=00:02:2a:b2:10:ce dl_dst=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 

nw_src=10.0.0.7 nw_dst=10.0.0.43 tp_src=55065 tp_dst=6633 actions=output:1 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 dl_dst=00:02:2a:b2:10:ce 

nw_src=10.0.0.43 nw_dst=10.0.0.7 tp_src=6633 tp_dst=55065 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:be:32:0d dl_dst=52:54:00:19:25:40 

nw_src=20.0.0.120 nw_dst=20.0.0.110 icmp_type=0 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:2 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=00:06:4f:4f:7d:b8 dl_dst=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 

nw_src=10.0.0.9 nw_dst=10.0.0.43 tp_src=35842 tp_dst=6633 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 dl_dst=00:06:4f:4f:7d:b8 

nw_src=10.0.0.43 nw_dst=10.0.0.9 tp_src=6633 tp_dst=35842 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:98:1e:e2 dl_dst=52:54:00:19:25:40 
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nw_src=20.0.0.140 nw_dst=20.0.0.110 icmp_type=8 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:2 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=2 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:19:25:40 dl_dst=52:54:00:98:1e:e2 

nw_src=20.0.0.110 nw_dst=20.0.0.140 icmp_type=0 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=2 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:19:25:40 dl_dst=52:54:00:be:32:0d 

nw_src=20.0.0.110 nw_dst=20.0.0.120 icmp_type=8 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:1 
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Appendix G  Flows collected on virtual switch on Cloud7 
 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=2 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:be:32:0d dl_dst=52:54:00:19:25:40 

nw_src=20.0.0.120 nw_dst=20.0.0.110 icmp_type=0 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=2 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:be:32:0d dl_dst=52:54:00:6c:e1:4a 

nw_src=20.0.0.120 nw_dst=20.0.0.130 icmp_type=8 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:1 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 dl_dst=00:02:2a:b2:10:ce 

nw_src=10.0.0.43 nw_dst=10.0.0.7 tp_src=6633 tp_dst=55065 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=00:02:2a:b2:10:ce dl_dst=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 

nw_src=10.0.0.7 nw_dst=10.0.0.43 tp_src=55065 tp_dst=6633 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:19:25:40 dl_dst=52:54:00:be:32:0d 

nw_src=20.0.0.110 nw_dst=20.0.0.120 icmp_type=8 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:2 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:6c:e1:4a dl_dst=52:54:00:be:32:0d 

nw_src=20.0.0.130 nw_dst=20.0.0.120 icmp_type=0 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:2 
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Appendix H  Flows collected on virtual switch on Cloud8 
 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 hard_timeout=0 icmp in_port=1 

dl_vlan=0xffff dl_vlan_pcp=0x00 dl_src=52:54:00:98:1e:e2 

dl_dst=52:54:00:6c:e1:4a nw_src=20.0.0.140 nw_dst=20.0.0.130 nw_tos=0x00 

icmp_type=0 icmp_code=0 actions=output:2 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 hard_timeout=0 icmp in_port=1 

dl_vlan=0xffff dl_vlan_pcp=0x00 dl_src=52:54:00:be:32:0d 

dl_dst=52:54:00:6c:e1:4a nw_src=20.0.0.120 nw_dst=20.0.0.130 nw_tos=0x00 

icmp_type=8 icmp_code=0 actions=output:2 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 hard_timeout=0 icmp in_port=2 

dl_vlan=0xffff dl_vlan_pcp=0x00 dl_src=52:54:00:6c:e1:4a 

dl_dst=52:54:00:be:32:0d nw_src=20.0.0.130 nw_dst=20.0.0.120 nw_tos=0x00 

icmp_type=0 icmp_code=0 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 hard_timeout=0 icmp in_port=2 

dl_vlan=0xffff dl_vlan_pcp=0x00 dl_src=52:54:00:6c:e1:4a 

dl_dst=52:54:00:98:1e:e2 nw_src=20.0.0.130 nw_dst=20.0.0.140 nw_tos=0x00 

icmp_type=8 icmp_code=0 actions=output:1 
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<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=2 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:98:1e:e2 dl_dst=52:54:00:6c:e1:4a 

nw_src=20.0.0.140 nw_dst=20.0.0.130 icmp_type=0 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=2 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:98:1e:e2 dl_dst=52:54:00:19:25:40 

nw_src=20.0.0.140 nw_dst=20.0.0.110 icmp_type=8 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=00:06:4f:4f:7d:b8 dl_dst=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 

nw_src=10.0.0.9 nw_dst=10.0.0.43 tp_src=35842 tp_dst=6633 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 tcp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:15:c0:a1 dl_dst=00:06:4f:4f:7d:b8 

nw_src=10.0.0.43 nw_dst=10.0.0.9 tp_src=6633 tp_dst=35842 actions=output:1 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:6c:e1:4a dl_dst=52:54:00:98:1e:e2 

nw_src=20.0.0.130 nw_dst=20.0.0.140 icmp_type=8 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:2 

 

<other information> idle_timeout=5 icmp in_port=1 dl_vlan=65535 

dl_vlan_pcp=0 dl_src=52:54:00:19:25:40 dl_dst=52:54:00:98:1e:e2 

nw_src=20.0.0.110 nw_dst=20.0.0.140 icmp_type=0 icmp_code=0 

actions=output:2 

 


